Network of Global Corporate Control

Re: Going before the Interbank Screens
Karen Hudes

Tue, Jun 23, 2015 at 6:46 AM

To: A Skeptic
I am authorized to go before the grey screens -- at the end of this email is a November 13,
2014 email from YCT recognizing this, as well as a threat which I received to get me to
recognize Dr. Zvonko Berdik-Albert at the end of this email . A link which I posted
documenting how Dr Zvonko Berdik-Albert was in trouble with the authorities in Malaysia
was taken down ( http://www.thewhistleblowers.org/?cat=4990)
Here is another post on the internet concerning Mr. Zvonko Berdik-Albert:
Robin H., Nov 28, 2011

Zvonko Berdik Albert
One of the people that I know has received numerous documents from him. What Albert does
is self-certification and claims that all of his assets are on the screen. All of Albert's screens
are blocked. He claims that Interpol has certified his documents. Talk to the guys at Interpol
(they sit in Lyon) and they say we do not certify documents and the certification (a Junior
Interpol guy in Malaysia) has to authorization to do so. Albert was requested numerous times
to produce documents signed by the US authorities or European authenticating his bonds. He
always failed to comply.
Albert sends lengthy emails to various banks and US authorities. These emails address are
addresses mostly to the webmasters of the government entities never to the senior
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management of these authorities. None of the banks around the globe will accept any of his
instruments. He lives in Malaysia where he got arrested and he cannot set foot in China
(Beijing) as they will arrest him too.
Keep as far away from him as you can as he is nasty piece of work.

Good-bye,
Karen
On Wed, Jan 14, 2015 at 1:33 AM, Kai Fook Yong wrote:
Dear Karen,
We hope your request for a meeting with Mr Chen (eds17@worldbank.org) was granted
and has taken place. Otherwise, do let us know else well.
Whatever direction given to you, of paramount importance, YCT wants you to know that
besides the existing 6 individuals amongst the 25 Board of Governors of the World Bank
who are authorised to access and verify INTROWELL LIMITED's Account, you are the "
7th individual" entrusted and authorised to do so (without any hindrance whatsoever) by
virtue of YCT's delegation of power to you vide it's letter of November 25, 2014 in your
possession. [rather, it is the Board of Governors of the World Bank and IMF that have
delegated this power to me, as they are the only entity under the Bilateral Minesfield
Breakthrough Successor Agreement who may designate this authority, not YCT]
YCT has instructed me to strongly urge and encourage you to take the BULL by it's
HORN, which is to determine the balance of funds accumulating in INTROWELL
LIMITED's Account, print out it's Statement, and then proceed to Taipei, Taiwan to
authenticate and verify all original legal documents to be presented by the Trustees of
INTROWELL's funds earmarked for the benefits of Humanity.
Simultaneously, you will also be meeting up with the real Monsignor Dr Floro E. Garcia to
authenticate and verify all legal documents in his custody pertaining to the Global Debt
Facility (TVM-LSM-666). You will soon be able to use your wisdom to disregard and
rubbish all the rantings/frustrations being thrown at you by WS meant to discredit Msgr
Dr Floro E Garcia. Just ask WS this simple straight forward question - Who appointed WS
to handle the GDF matter in the first place, and subsequently issued him two Cease & Desist
letters to stop him from further involvement ?
May God Bless you, always, in all yours undertakings and endeavours for the benefits of
Humanity.
Respectfully yours,
Yong Kai Fook
PA for Mr Yeh Cheng Tsai
YCT Development Corporation.
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To: Karen Hudes
Subject: Re: Info.
From: scottlwet@aol.com
Date: Thu, 17 Jul 2014 07:23:38 -0400
Karen,
You need to get your facts straight because the Doctor did file a complaint, I asked
him to give me a chance to have you rescind your documents. I will be in China next
week with the Doctor and the Chinese authorities and I will see what I can do. The
Japanese Royals know very well who the Doctor is, the public officials do not
necessarily know the true facts also but they are about to find out. All the ASBLP
Spiritual Boy accounts have been repatriated back to the Doctor, those accounts
were created by stealing one (1) account of the Doctors and now there is a working
document in how those assets will be managed in the future.
All I am doing is trying to help you because when the Doctor copied me on the letter
that went out, that was the first time I knew of those documents and I asked the
Doctor to give me time to help clear the air over your misunderstanding, the Chinese
officials/team working globally to recover the assets are full throttle in correcting the
wrongs now.
I will keep you posted, but when you are with a terminal operator you can
authenticate whenever you want, all it is, is a compliance file.
Be well, and keep fighting the fight.
Best Regards
Scott Lennon
-----Original Message----From: Karen Hudes
To: Scott Lennon <scottlwet@aol.com>
Sent: Wed, Jul 16, 2014 8:14 pm
Subject: RE: Info.
Here is where I am, and I am not going to touch any screens, no way no how.

North American Affairs Bureau
Director-General:

Mr. TOMITA, Koji

First North America Division
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Director:

Mr. ISHIZUKI, Hideo

Second North America Division
Director:
Senior Coordinator:

Mr. OTSURU, Tetsuya
Mr. HAYASHI, Makoto

Japan-U.S. Economic Coordination Division
Director:

Mr. HAYASHI, Makoto

Japan-U.S. Security Treaty Division
Director:
Senior Coordinator for Japan-U.S. Security Affairs:

Mr. KOBE, Yasuhiro
Mr. IMAFUKU, Takao

Status of U.S. Forces Agreement Division
Director:

Mr. NAKAMURA, Kimitake

To: Karen Hudes
Subject: Info.
From: scottlwet@aol.com
Date: Wed, 16 Jul 2014 09:35:02 -0400

Karen
I am just dropping you a note from Dr. Zvonko Berdik-Albert AP13652. Or as we
discussed many times, you need to go onto the DTC/Euroclear screens or Interbank
screens and enter his name and code Dr. Zvonlo Berdik-Albert AP13652 I.P.C.#
25758/AP13652 where then you will see the secure compliance file where 229
Nations signed off acknowledging the good Doctor, considering it was his father and
grandfather that wrote the Treaty of Versailles and allowed the use of the Family
gold, yet Karen 468 years before that the Doctors Family had signed a global
agreement lending the gold to the Charlemagne Trust, in the Vatican, so every
country could participate in global trade.
All the paper created by the Cabal was designed to steal and dupe everyone, yet
they could never dupe the immediate family who 468 years ago loaned the gold
to balance global trade. The Rothchilds have blocked the inner temple, even by
creating the BAR which was suppose to protect the inner temple, they are masters at
deception. Watch the Hobbit movie and you will see the Dragon protecting the gold,
that is the inner temple. The Dragon's will never allow an outsider control what they
were blessed by our creator to be the trustee over.
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Karen, by continuing to ignore facts that preexisted these fraudulent Bilateral
agreements, treaties, etc. that were all attempts to hijack the collateral accounts is
not practicing what you are preaching in public, Rule of Law! Ignorance is no excuse,
I contacted you on numerous occasions and directed you to go on the screens so you
would not make any mistakes, now you go and sign an extension of a fraudulent
treaty that is going to get you in hot water.
Karen Zhou Enlai and Mao Zedong were caught red handed when burning down the
Heaven Temple years ago at the direction of Rothchild and Rockefeller, this is when
they appointed people to replace the Dragon Family Royals they killed by issuing new
passports for their friends, all of whom are either in jail or have passed on due to their
crimes. What those two Chinese leaders did not know was that there was a second
Temple within the Temple where the Royals lived and survived! That Bilateral
agreement was signed by criminals, Tan Kha Kee, TVM-LSM-666, and even
Ferdinand on his deathbed signed a statement of facts and handed everything back
to the Doctor years ago. Tan Kha Kee signed in 2010 a detailed statement of facts
when he signed that original Bilateral agreement as did Tiburcio.
The Rothchilds are the kings of paper Karen, only with paper can you create fraud,
our heavenly fathers even said it is only the spoken word that shall remain true law.
Karen, you have been dupped, I gave you a written authorization to authenticate so
you would not get caught up in another Cabal game but you never authenticated the
compliance file. You are backing someone who has another piece of paper! Jose
Rizal was another Jesuit shill, who laid claim to title of lands that only indigenous can
own. Santa Romana had many wills, Ernesto Hidalgo, Sultan of Sulu, Tiburcio
Vilamore Marcos, et al were a recipients of stolen assets all with copies of will and
testaments that were used by the cabal. Karen it's over!!!!!!
The Doctor has notified the court of the Hague, the High Court in Brussels, World
Bank and the Chinese Monetary Authority about Wolfgag Struck and your signature
to an extension of a fraudulent agreement. My suggestion is as it was a year ago, get
to a DTC/Eurocleer, Interbank S-2 terminal and enter the Doctors name and code,
once you authenticate you will understand. Once you do this you can issue an
apology which I know the Doctor will accept, yet if you continue to try and sell this
story line the courts will do what they have to do.
The Doctor was handed your documents by the Chinese Monetary Authority who is
preparing charges against you, this is not a threat, this is a friendly suggestion to help
you get out of a mess because you can still be productive in a good way once you
know the truth.
I wish you the best.
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Very Best Regards
Scott Lennon

Subject: Re: resending using another email account
From: A Skeptic
Date: Fri, 12 Jun 2015 21:20:47 +0700
To: Karen Hudes
What branch of the government controls the relationship with the World Bank? I'll see what I
can do
On Jun 12, 2015, at 8:00 PM, Karen Hudes wrote:
Please just concentrate on asking the _____ government to admit me into the World Bank.
As a person in a position of trust with the Board of Governors I only speak for myself and
never ever ever delegate to others.
Thanks
Best,
Karen

Date: Fri, 12 Jun 2015 09:47:00 +0700
Subject: Re: resending using another email account
From: A skeptic
To: Karen Hudes
Thanks for your response and info. I think RT needs to make a full blown documentary on
this, you?
Perhaps you can approach them? Or, I can outline it and approach them for you?
This story needs to get out. And first we need to take the view step by step, proving all along
the way, building the argument etc...
On Thu, Jun 11, 2015 at 6:10 PM, Karen Hudes wrote:
Since I did not hear back:
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Karen Hudes
Date: Wed, Jun 10, 2015 at 11:40 PM
Subject: Fwd: Hi from[capital of country)
To: A skeptic
Did you get this email?
Best,
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Karen
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Karen Hudes
Date: Wed, Jun 10, 2015 at 6:06 AM
Subject: Re: Hi from [capital city of a country]
To: A Skeptic
See my response in italics below:

On Tue, Jun 9, 2015 at 11:24 PM, A Skeptic wrote:
Karen, I am befuddled and mystified, and I am no slouch. So it this is misty and unclear and
seemingly incredulous to me, then
99.9 would not be able to understand this and what is going on. I BELIEVE you, but I do not
understand what I believe:
1) Where can I see the history behind the GDF. You mean Marcos was actually a hero for the world?
Maybe POl Pot too?
POl Pot, probably not. Marcos (and Hitler, too):

http://www.naaij.org/2013/10/12/the-greatest-heist-in-historythe-jesuits-bankers-hid-the-worlds-treasure/
[After research, much of what is written in this document about José Rizal turned out to be untrue.
Wolfgang Struck sent it to me. For more accurate information about José Rizal, see
http://www.phoenixsourcedistributors.com/060809.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter3.4.16.2.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m-GQeK3YIGA Rizal
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/dctvteleprompt4.5.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GePwiGCNzHQ
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/dctvteleprompt3.8.pdf

]

on the holocaust:
http://fbreporter.org/2015/03/11/the-vatican-holocaust/
th

[I will be talking more about the holocaust on July 5 in an upcoming show in the DCTV series. It is a
translation https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/dctvteleprompt6.14.16.1.pdf, of Sean Hross' video in
French on "Stop the Criminal Swiss Nazi”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Beb57H2RFqA ]
2) I clicked and saw nothing from the Chinese to Kerry I uploaded it again on amazon aws:
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/chinaletter.jpg
@KarenHudes
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The Network of Global Corporate Control hacked into my aws account to strip this letter from China to
John Kerry. https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter6.6.15.pdf
13 retweets 11 favorites
let me know if you receive it.
3) Where is the gold? If there is, I am going to see for myself. The bulk is being guarded by the US
military in the Philippines. I understand some of it may have been illegally "lifted" and have filed a
claim with the insurers, Lincoln: https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter10.19.14.pdf
Here's a picture with the signatures of Eisenhower & Truman:

In total, try to explain things like you are talking to a 6 year old and try not to include names and data
that the listener does not understand or know about...once you drop a name or a law that they do not
know about, they blank out....

On Wed, Jun 10, 2015 at 9:18 AM, Karen Hudes wrote:
BIS is Bank for International Settlements. I receive a WB pension. The Board of Executive Directors
and Board of Governors reinstated me. See attachment detailing my reinstatement.
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/reinstatement3.pdf The bureaucracy is captured by the Network
of Global Corporate Control. The legal opinion to the General Assembly describes how craven the
Board of Governors is to the Network of Global Corporate Control.
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/general+assembly3.docx I write on WB letterhead and nobody
interferes: https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Alternative+to+WWIII.pdf . Perhaps that is
because I am one of the six individuals in the world who can access the grey interbank screens. I
refuse to do it until there is a way to prevent theft of the assets.
No the Global Debt Facility is assets in a trust. The world's wealth to be exact. This letter from the
Chinese shows you it is for real:

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter6.6.15.pdf
This document describes it quite well. https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/BILATERAL.pdf
These assets do not have a website they were sequestered. Here is the International Court of
Justice's and CIA's attempt this month to steal the world's assets:
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Notice+to+The+International+Court+of+Justice.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter5.12.15.pdf
Let me know if you want to see about six different bribes/threats/requests for me to authenticate
someone's signature authority so that they can steal the assets in the Global Debt Facility.
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On Tue, Jun 9, 2015 at 7:56 PM, Skeptic wrote:
I have govt contacts here in _____, not the USA or the Wldbank. Are you still on the WB payroll with
title, but they will not let you in?
Another question: Can I go and visit this Global Debt facility in Manilla? I have not found any other
information on this existence of the GDF other than what you have written. Does the GDF have an
address or website or anything like that?
What is the BIS? Sorry for my ignorance.

On Tue, Jun 9, 2015 at 3:49 PM, Karen Hudes wrote:

I think Iceland and Hungary are at least two. The countries that don't belong to the BIS are probably
candidates, although they have to find a way around the SWIFT system. And many of them like the
fractional reserve fiat system, where they can extract usury from their people.
You have good contacts with the government so could you ask them to let me into the World Bank?
What I did yesterday means that the DC police are not going to pull me out. But I have to get in.
When we get into economies of scale we can negotiate a better price for the cost of producing aurum.
Best,
Karen
On Tue, Jun 9, 2015 at 12:12 AM, Skeptic wrote:
Hi and I have been looking into the Aurom (sp?) and you have see this, I am sure:
http://valaurum.com/buy-aurum/
They want 250% of the spot price in exchange for their packageing and making it small.
I am crazy enuf to think that this technology, the whole kit and Kaboodle and be sold to the
Government of STATE (not central) Bank who can issue this as a soverign currency?
How many countries have STATE (not cabalized Central) Banks? They would be the first targets to
sell this technology. I can imagine the Dinar could be produced in Africa like this after all?
But it seems stupid to pay 250% to 400% more than the spot price. Any ideas?
On Mon, Jun 8, 2015 at 6:12 PM, Karen Hudes wrote:
PS: this shows how to end "state capture" at the World Bank, thereby claiming the assets in the Global
Debt Facility for the citizenry: https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/general+assembly3.pdf via a global
currency reset. This describes the reset:

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter4.25.15.1.pdf

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Skeptic
Date: Mon, Jun 8, 2015 at 7:07 AM
Subject: Re: Hi from [capital of country]
Dear Skeptic,
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Aliens are bull[expletive deleted]. I am staying away from that topic because it prevents people from
hearing my message.
The Global Debt Facility is very real. The Chinese Ambassador refers to these assets in his letter to
Secretary of State John Kerry dated May 22, 2015, (tweeted on June 6th):
"Karen Hudes @KarenHudes Jun 6
Wolfgang Struck, Russia & China send more documents to the American public:
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter6.6.15.pdf "
The World Bank and IMF were hijacked by the Network of Global Corporate Control. They are sitting
on the Global Debt Facility (see section 6) https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/BILATERAL.pdf
I have been fighting state capture in the Bretton Woods institutions and in their member countries for
about 15 years, although at the start I didn't know that was what I was doing. The chances the
coalition for the rule of law succeeds is about 90%
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/sentia+model.pdf
I worked on [country] briefly at the World Bank, traveled there several times; they are a formidable
peoples.
The country debt is a big scam, and is offset against the Treaty of Versailles bonds held by the Global
Debt Facility that are now worth quadrillions after compounded interest from the 30's.
The Network of Global Corporate Control is in receivership in the Global Debt Facility.
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter4.18.15.pdf My letter to the Secretary of State of Illinois
concerning his challenge to the UCC-1 I filed against the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago itemizes
the assets in the Global Debt Facility. https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/lucc2.pdf This letter was
cleared by the Board of Governors of the World Bank and IMF:
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Alternative+to+WWIII.pdf
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